

CA Head Warns Of False 'Prophet' Ads

By SCOTT HENDERSON

University religious leaders say they are concerned by the possible misleading advertising techniques of a religious group that will lecture on campus next week.


"Women have been characterized as similar to the "Great White Brotherhood," Moore said. "In a sense, they espouse..."...

U. Bookstore Co-op Proposed by Marmon

By BARRON LERNER

The Manager Committee of the University Bookstore has been asked by the University Bookstore Union to form a cooperative.

"The objective of the cooperative group would be to provide a continuing source of books at a lower price," said a report by the Manager Committee.

TO OUR READERS

The Daily Pennsylvania will not publish for the remainder of this week due to the Thanksgiving holiday. Publication will resume Thursday, December 3.

Please wish all of you a happy holiday.

Eisenlohr OK'd As Hackney Residence

By B. DICK STEVENSON

The Treasurer Committee Board Monday formally approved plans to house incoming President Martin Meyerson in the old Sabol residence.
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True

“"The Random House Unabridged Dictionary retail for $39.95, we’ll sell it to you for only $31.96.”

“"At Encore, we discount every book every day.”

“True

“"We have people of all different races on our group.” he said. “We have black people, Chinese people, Japanese people.” Kidane was under the impression that all the women were affiliated with the church.

Several University clubs have taken issue with the group’s use of International House for the lectures. According to Student Life Director Terry Bower, the group has already been "counseled about that."

Another added that "the administration is not predisposed to accommodate demands for people to make a judgment about the group."

Wolfe denied that the emphasis was on women’s issues in the advertising. "What the group is saying is that the church has been "giving support to women’s groups." Their emphasis is on certain aspects of religion, but not on others. They are not in the business of challenging the church’s beliefs, but rather of offering an alternative interpretation of the Bible to those who are interested."
brushing the teeth, twice a day. That two to three minutes be spent which generally is not long enough to cleanliness, said Cohen. They were to the public.

That the average American for bad breath is not teeth-brushing for several centuries, there beneficial for several centuries, their beneficial men were not discovered very many. "Many people who said toothbrushes did it for a feeling of the collection feature jewel-studded tools. G.A. Planlou, who were early on the coma of 40th and Spruce Streets. Police said. That's only five more issues! The last issue of The Daily Pennsylvanian, will publish Thursday, November 27; Friday, November 28; and Monday, November 30.

Rape—
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Devaluing Museums

By Randy Malamud

Many students missed out this fall because they followed the "flock," and enrolled in the "other" MCAT preparation course...

Before you invest your future in a prep course, make sure you will get the best preparation and the most for your money. It pays to shop comparatively.

What Multiple Offer

- 14 sessions 166 hours • 8 sessions 3? hours or less!

What Most Popular Offer

- 8 sessions or less (35 hours or less)
- No session time • test prep alone • no remedial help
- Remedial help by instructors you know

Refund policy

- No refund policy

Collect and mail for our brochure today!

Letter to the Editor

Liberalism Lives

Richard S. D'Amato, the conservative state Senator, won a landslide victory over Inez Holt/man by 51 percent to 49. The Republican claims that the victory was a "landslide," this is a "landslide" because the Republican candidate is running as a liberal.

The landed Moral Majority and the National Conservative- Political Action Committee claim that their victory over Senator Church, Democrat, was a "landslide" in the Senate race.

Most of the campaign was spent on the liberals who believe that a democratic society is the key to a healthy and free country. The Right Staff has always been a "landslide"...

\[ Schorr \]

The Daily Pennsylvanian welcomes comments from the University community in the form of letters, columns, and personal stories. Letters may be on any topic of national, university, or personal interest. Letters must be typed (800 words in length), memorable in character, and submitted with the author's name, phone number, and University affiliation. All material must be typewritten or double-spaced. Readers will be held responsible for the statements they make.

Letter writer's name: Richard S. D'Amato, at the University of Pennsylvania, 800 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104.
"WHY DO THE HEATHEN RAGE?"

Psalms 2:1 and Acts 4:25

—The greatest Gaz Tree you ever saw, the largest that ever grew since a time was conditioned and committed in the shell of a little acorn. The power of the Gaz Tree is that the Gaz Tree grows from the little shell, and grows into a mighty Gaz Tree that is a wonder of the world.

—The heathen are warned to submit to God's reign, proclaim and enforce laws and put down the rulers, who set themselves In opposition to God's Lews of those who delight to meditate and walk In The Law of Almighty's Book reveeling Himself to men, might be compacted In the shell ol a little acorn The power ol lite and His Anointed, His King — e king's duty Is to rule, Pselms: the blessing, the fructfulness, and the heppiness of kings to search It out." If you believe The Bible, end will

"It is the glory of God to conceel e matter, but the honor

"THOU HAST OBEYED MY VOICE."

"The curse shall not causeles come." the Scriptures

Whenever terrible end shocking calamities befall,

In the third chapter of Geneals: "And The Lord God
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You left the notes for chapter 6 in the library. A sure sign that tomorrow's test will be heavy with questions from chapter 6. Someone you know is about to get a phone call. He's not going to like it, but he's going to come through. When this is over, do something special for him. Tonight, let it be Löwenbräu. Löwenbräu. Here's to good friends.
Harry Gamble had his ups and downs during the past season - mostly downs. He accepts congratulations from Charles Harris following the Quakers' lone win against Columbia (left) and finds himself on the court during a game against Princeton. (Photo by Michael Speir)